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Part One

The High Status of the
‘Srebrenica Massacre’

T

he “Srebrenica massacre” is repeatedly referred to in the Western media as “the largest massacre in Europe since World War
II,”1 and its alleged Bosnian Serb perpetrators have been relentlessly
pursued by the International Criminal Tribunal of the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) from 1995 up to the present time (the former Bosnian
Serb President Radovan Karadzic and General Ratko Mladic are even
now on trial for this and other purported crimes). The massacre took
place in the vicinity of the small town of Srebrenica in the former Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina beginning on July 11, 1995 and for
some days thereafter, as a small force of the Bosnian Serb army took
over the town which a much larger Bosnian Muslim force simultaneously abandoned and fled. The number of Bosnian Muslims killed in this retreat was soon
fixed in Western political and media discourse at some 8,000 “men and boys,”
which included those killed in action and those executed, although it was soon
a matter of ideological and political convenience to make all 8,000 victims of
execution.
Srebrenica and the “Srebrenica massacre” would not seem to be deserving
of repeated attention and bursts of indignation in a world with so many acute
problems, disasters, and areas of active strife and much larger-scale killings.
But throughout the 20 years following the July 1995 Srebrenica outburst it has
regularly been thrust into public consciousness by the mainstream media, with
refurbished dramatic images and old and new stories to make it seemingly relevant. This persistence and regularity calls for an explanation. We believe that
its continued prominence rests mainly on the fact that this reiteration serves
Western political ends (described below). In this connection, we will also show
that in seeking these political ends politicians, the quasi-judicial ICTY, and the
media distort and suppress evidence on Srebrenica and its context to a degree
that yields a thoroughly politicized and misleading history.
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Each year, on July 11 or near it, Western media and leading politicians pay their
respects to the victims of the “Srebrenica massacre.” The New York Times, for example, has published Srebrenica-massacre-related graphics—since September
2003, usually grieving widows at the Srebrenica-Potocari Memorial Center and
Cemetery; before then, images of mass graves being exhumed—on or near July
11 in 14 of the last 19 years (1996-2014). In the most recent illustrations, on July
12, 2013, the paper’s front-page photograph showed a grieving woman kneeling
over a green coffin in a location filled with other green coffins. The photo’s caption read: “Bosnian woman at the coffin containing the remains of a relative,
one of the victims of the Srebrenica massacre of 1995.”[2] Then again in July
2014, the paper missed July 11, but on July 17 it published a substantial article on
a Dutch court’s finding that its own government was responsible for the failure
of the Dutch battalion serving in the United Nations Protection Force to prevent
the fall of Srebrenica; the caption of the accompanying photo read: “A survivor
of the 1995 events in Srebrenica looked for relatives’ graves last week at a cemetery in nearby Potocari.”3 Over the years, the word “Srebrenica” showed up in
1,108 different items in the Times since the first-ever occasion on April 19, 1992,4
through the end of May, 2015; the phrase “Srebrenica massacre” appeared in 117
different items in this newspaper since its first-ever usage on October 1, 1995, 1
with a spike in usage of the phrase occurring on or near each July 11.
But the Srebrenica massacre—even if its claimed number of 8,000 victims
is taken at face value—is modest in scale when compared with other historical
experience of mass killings. The death toll from the 1945 U.S. nuclear bombing
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was more than 25 times as large. The Guatemalan
government’s massacres of Mayan Indians in the early 1980s was larger by a factor of 20. Deaths from the “sanctions of mass destruction” era in Iraq (August
1990-2003) were more than 100-times as large. And a March 2015 study of the
“total body count in the three main war zones Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan
during 12 years of ‘war on terrorism’” concluded that this “war has, directly or
indirectly, killed around 1 million people in Iraq, 220,000 in Afghanistan and
80,000 in Pakistan, i.e., a total of around 1.3 million.” The report added that
“this is only a conservative estimate. The total number of deaths in the three
countries named above could also be in excess of 2 million, whereas a figure
below 1 million is extremely unlikely.”6 That is, between 125- and 250-times the
death toll claimed for Srebrenica.
Furthermore, whereas these other cases have involved mainly civilian deaths,
the Srebrenica toll was comprised almost entirely of military aged men, a large
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proportion of them undoubtedly soldiers with the 28th Division of the Bosnian
Muslim Army. In fact, there were almost surely more Serb women and children
killed by the Armed Forces of the Republic of Croatia during Operation Storm
in the Krajina in August 1995 than there were Bosnian Muslim women and children killed in the Srebrenica massacre one month earlier. The Bosnian Serbs
even bussed the women, children, and elderly from the Srebrenica population to
safety; the Croatian military did nothing of the kind for Serb women, children,
and elderly of the Krajina,
Yet, aside from the annual memorial services for victims of the nuclear-weapons atrocities at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, there are no annual memorial services
or programs featured in the New York Times for any of these other civilian-heavy
mass atrocities, and, worse, U.S. mass atrocities in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan are regarded in the United States as just and creditable features of the global
policeman’s efforts in the “War on Terror.”
Surely the reasons for these differential levels of memorial attention are political. One factor is that the United States was directly responsible for the mass
killings in Japan, and U.S. leaders are not anxious to publicize having killed
some 200,000 or more Japanese civilians with two nuclear bombs as World War
II neared its end. U.S. military officials suppressed photos and other information on these mass deaths for many years, and clearly didn’t want the public to
see graphic evidence that war is hell and that their government helps make it
so. The mainstream media help their government by their inattention. In fact,
it wasn’t until 2010, at the 65th anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing, that a
representative of the United States, in this case, Ambassador John V. Roos, ever
participated in the annual ceremony.7
In the case of Guatemala, the mass killing of Mayan Indians was carried out
by a government that the United States had installed in 1954, aided and trained
thereafter, and was led during the peak years of mass killing by a leader, Efrain
Rios Montt, who President Ronald Reagan lauded after a December 1982 visit
as “totally dedicated to democracy in Guatemala” and getting a “bum rap” in
the media.8 Reagan’s visit and commendations took place during a spurt in the
mass killings and at a time when the White House was considering supplying
more military aid to the Guatemalan regime; a 1999 Truth Commission report
found the killing under Rios Montt to be genocidal.9 Clearly, a properly working
propaganda system would not feature regular memorials that called attention
to a U.S.-sponsored genocide in its own backyard, its local Idi Amin- or Paul
Kagame-type manager having been lauded by a U.S. president after whom the
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main international airport in Washington D.C. is named.
Operation Storm, the Croatian military attack on the ethnic Serbs living in
the Krajina (with the assistance of U.S. corporate mercenaries as well as Bosnian Muslim forces on the Bosnian side of the border), successfully drove some
250,000 Serb civilians out of 10,500 square kilometers of territory in the largest
ethnic cleansing of the Yugoslav dismantlement wars, and the largest ethnic
cleansing in all of Europe since World War II. At least 2,000 Serbs were killed in
this operation, including several hundred women and children. It followed the
Srebrenica killings by less than a month, but in the West, this was obscured by
the attention and anger directed at Srebrenica, which thus served as its cover.
Not only was this massive operation given little attention in the West, the media
even had trouble using the phrase “ethnic cleansing” to describe it, despite its
scope and effectiveness and the clear applicability of the phrase.
Interestingly, the dates of this great ethnic cleansing effort (roughly 84 hours
over August 4-7, 1995) are memorialized in Croatia, which celebrates this success
in an annual public holiday on August 5, officially designated a “Day of the Croatian Defenders” (and alternatively “Victory and Homeland Thanksgiving Day”)
with parades, wreath laying ceremonies, and similar events. At the 10th anniversary in August 2005, held in Knin of all places, the former capital of the Republic
of Serb Krajina, Croatian President Stjepan Mesic praised the “magnificence and
purity of the Homeland Defense War,” to cheers of “Ante! Ante!” and “Franjo!
Franjo!”10 The Western media do not join in this annual celebration, to be sure,
but they don’t criticize it, either, as they surely would were the leadership of the
Serbs to celebrate their great conquest of July 11, 1995. Operation Storm was actively supported by the Clinton administration, so the victims are “unworthy,”11
and, as with the Guatemalan victims of Rios Montt, and the Iraqi, Afghan, and
Pakistani victims of the United States and its NATO-bloc allies, they arouse little
interest and even less moral fervor in the mainstream Western media.
Srebrenica, on the other hand, was a place in which people whose leaders
were supported by the United State and NATO were killed by forces the United
States and NATO opposed; therefore, these victims are “worthy.” The Serbs
were the villains, most importantly because Germany, the United States, and
other Western powers no longer needed Yugoslavia as a barrier to the now defunct Soviet Union from 1991 on, and Serbia was the dominant nation and cement in the unitary state. Furthermore, the Serbs had social-democratic and
independent tendencies that were an obstacle to the integration of Yugoslavia
or its constituent republics into the E.U. and NATO. The West therefore encourwww.coldtype.net | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | ColdType 7
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aged and supported the separatist nationalist forces in the constituent republics
of Yugoslavia, with Serbia automatically becoming the official enemy.
As Table 1 shows, mainstream Western media sources have given the fifth,
tenth, and fifteenth anniversaries of the fall of Srebrenica and the sufferings of
the “worthy” Bosnian Muslim population far more attention than this same
collection of media has ever awarded the fall of the Republic of Serb Krajina
and the sufferings of the “unworthy” Krajina Serbs. But these numbers actually
understate the bias of the Western media in treating these cases of “worthy” and
“unworthy” victims. This is a result of the fact that the bulk of the attention to
the “unworthy” victims was given by media from the new states formed during
the breakup of Yugoslavia, plus brief mention by wire services such as Agence
France Presse, Associated Press, Inter Press Service, Reuters, and RIA Novosti,
as well as by the Irish Times.
This point is shown clearly in Table 2, which deals with U.S. media alone, and
where we can see immediately that any attention to the “unworthy” victims of
Krajina in the U.S. media was negligible—for the three anniversaries together
only nine mentions, versus 630 for Srebrenica’s worthy victims. No statements
from Serb leadership on the biggest ethnic cleansing in Europe since World War
II are cited in the U.S. media. No highly publicized visits are made to St. Mark’s
church in Belgrade by any UN Secretary-Generals, ex-U.S. presidents, or celebrities. No photos of grieving relatives of the Krajina Serbs still listed as missing are
shown. No demands for justice from the Association of Refugees from Croatia
or the Association of Families of Missing Persons from Krajina are reported. In
short, the U.S. media don’t care in the least about the fate of the Krajina Serbs—
or ethnic Serbs more generally. As always within the U.S. propaganda system,
official enemies of the United States make for “unworthy” victims, and U.S. media non-coverage systematically reflects this fact.
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Table 1. Differential Global Media Attention to the Fifth, Tenth, and Fifteenth Anniversaries of the Ethnic Cleansings of the Bosnian Muslim Population from Srebrenica
in July 1995 and the Ethnic Serbs from the Krajina in August 1995.

2000

2005

2010

(A) Srebrenica

285

2,228

947

(B) Operation Storm

39

118

53

1 Factiva database searches carried out on May 30, 2015, of the wires, newspapers,
and transcriptions archived by Factiva. The searches for Srebrenica were limited
to the month of July; the searches of Operation Storm were limited to the month
of August. These searches were of the forms: (A) rst=(twir or tnwp or ttpt) and
Srebrenica; and (B) rst=(twir or tnwp or ttpt) and ((Operation Storm) or (Krajina and Serbs)).
Table 2. Differential U.S. Media Attention to the Fifth, Tenth, and Fifteenth Anniversaries of the Ethnic Cleansings of the Bosnian Muslim Population from Srebrenica in
July 1995, and the Ethnic Serbs from the Krajina in August 19952

2000

2005

2010

(A) Srebrenica

71

403

156

(B) Operation Storm

3

0

6

2 NewsBank database searches carried out on June 2, 2015, under the USA Media category, which included all 50 states for a total of 3,486 media sources. The searches for
Srebrenica were limited to the month of July; the searches for Operation Storm were limited
to the month of August. These searches were of the forms: (A) Srebrenica; and (B) ((“Operation Storm”) or (Krajina and Serbs))
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.
In short, the Western political establishment’s designation of ethnic Serbs and
the Republic of Serbia as official enemies was immediately transmuted into
Western media bias against the Serbs, whose leaders were found to be aggressors
and seekers of a “Greater Serbia” as they tried to preserve Yugoslavia as a unified federal entity and to permit those Serbs stranded in breakaway republics to
remain in the shrinking entity.12 It affected the UN and the media, both of which
were assailing the Serbs from 1990 on, accusing them of “genocide” as early as
1992.13 The Western media climbed aboard this bandwagon in 1990, and have
remained on it to this day.
The media bias was made easy by the fact that the UN served relentlessly as
an instrument of Western policy in demonizing Serbs from the onset of the wars
in 1991 and throughout Yugoslavia’s dismantlement process up to the present.
There were individual UN dissenters from the anti-Serb thrust (some mentioned
below), but the institutional segments of the UN played an important part in
that U.S.-NATO campaign. Most important, the ICTY, established at U.S. urging by the Security Council in May 1993,14 served reliably to feature alleged Serb
crimes and to give NATO actions a legal-judicial cover. This was most revealingly
shown when the ICTY indicted Slobodan Milosevic in May 1999, just as NATO
began the intensive bombing of Serbian civilian facilities, diverting attention
from those war crimes to the villainy of an official enemy.15 The steady stream
of ICTY propaganda, indictments, trials, and judgments provided ideal pegs for
news reports and complementary propaganda, and provided journalists with
the rationale or excuse that any possible bias on their part was geared to the
demands of justice.16
This caused them not only to downplay the victimization of Serbs (as in the
case of Operation Storm), but also to ignore matters like the importation of thousands of mujahideen and future Al-Qaeda forces to help the Bosnian Muslim war
efforts. In his book Unholy Terror: Bosnia, Al-Qa’ida, and the Rise of Global Jihad,
former U.S. National Security Agency Balkans specialist John Schindler argues
that this importation, supported by the Clinton administration, was crucial in
allowing Al-Qaeda to make inroads to Western Europe in a manner paralleling
the earlier U.S. support of mujahideen in Afghanistan—including Khalid Sheik
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Muhammad, the Pakistani mastermind of 9/11, and two of the 19 suicide hijackers, the Saudis Khalid al-Mihdhar and Nawaf al-Hazmi. All three had trained and
fought on behalf of the Bosnian Muslims against the Bosnian Serbs.17
Media bias was also helped by the fact that the Yugoslav wars were hazardous
for journalists, most of whom didn’t know the relevant history or languages, and
who therefore were easy tools of local propagandists as they gathered mainly in
Sarajevo at the Holiday Inn. The phrase “journalists of attachment” was coined
in this period to describe reporters who were openly proud to “take sides,” that
is, to be one-sided and biased in reporting on this conflict, with clearly defined
“good guys” and “bad guys.”18 “There is no attempt here to be objective towards
the perpetrators of Bosnia’s ethnic carnage or those who appeased them,” the
British reporter Ed Vulliamy announced at the outset of his book Seasons in
Hell. Vulliamy proceeded to find “echoes” and “political resonances” with the
“Nazi project” everywhere there were Serbs; by July 1993, the Serb project had
produced “hundreds of thousands of Muslims dead,” according to Vulliamy’s
account.19
As the onetime head of the U.S. intelligence section in Sarajevo, Lieutenant
Colonel John Sray, observed: “America has not been so pathetically deceived
since Robert McNamara helped to micromanage and escalate the Vietnam
War…. Popular perceptions pertaining to the Bosnian Muslim government…
have been forged by a prolific propaganda machine. A strange combination of
three major spin doctors, including public relations (PR) firms in the employ of
the Bosniacs, media pundits, and sympathetic elements of the US State Department, have managed to manipulate illusions to further Muslim goals.”20
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Part Two

The Remarkable Stability
of the 8,000 Total

A

s noted in Part One, the July 1995 fall of Srebrenica has throughout
the past 20 years regularly been thrust into public consciousness
by the mainstream media, with refurbished dramatic images and
old and new stories crafted to make it seem historically important and emotionally compelling. We believe that this convention—which is observed in academic and human rights circles
as well—is rooted in the fact that it serves Western political
interests (described below). And we believe that in advancing these interests, politicians, the quasi-judicial International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY),
and the mainstream media systematically distort and suppress evidence about
Srebrenica and its context to such a great degree, it yields a thoroughly politicized and misleading history.
The number 8,000 was first put forward officially by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). By mid-August 1995, the ICRC was reporting
that it had “gathered nearly 10,000 allegations of arrest and disappearance from
displaced people who were brought to Tuzla and Zenica.”21 But by mid-September, the ICRC had carried out a review of its developing list of missing persons
from the Srebrenica “safe area” population, and concluded that its previous list
contained 2,000 errors (i.e., duplicate listings of names reported as missing). Of
the remaining 8,000 names, the ICRC now estimated that “about 5,000 concern
individuals who fled the enclave before it fell, while the remaining 3,000 relate
to persons reportedly arrested by the Bosnian Serb forces.”22
It is remarkable that this 8,000 number was eventually institutionalized, not
only as the approximate death toll suffered by Srebrenica’s Bosnian Muslim
population (i.e., “missing” = dead), but as the death toll from executions (i.e.,
homicide) rather than other manners of death.23 This was surely not because evidence was at hand or soon forthcoming to justify the number 8,000 as a death
12 ColdType | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | www.coldtype.net
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or execution total. In fact, the history of ICTY, UN, Bosnian Muslim, and NATO
government-sponsored Srebrenica-“safe area” searches for grave sites, exhumations, associated investigations, studies, reports, and trials has proven a long and
mainly unsuccessful effort to vindicate the 8,000 number.24
The stability of this 8,000 total is exceptional. In most cases of sudden catastrophic losses of human life, whether from natural disasters or human causes,
the initial estimates turn out to be too large and are revised downward over
time. Thus in the case of the 9/11 attack on New York’s World Trade Center,
the Office of the Medical Examiner of New York City determined that the total
number of deaths fell from the peak early estimate of 6,886 in the first weeks
after the attack, to a final official death toll of 2,749 as of January 2004—a 60
percent decline.25 And even in Bosnia itself, the wartime Bosnian Muslim claims
of 200,000 -300,000 deaths at Bosnian Serb hands were eventually scaled down
to roughly 100,000 deaths on all sides, approximately 64,000 of these on the
Bosnian Muslim side.26
Similarly, the early rape claims of 20,000 women made by partisan government agencies such as the Sarajevo-based State Commission on War Crimes and
the Zagreb-based Croatian Information Center in 1992-1993 (“mass rapes as a
wartime tactic”), the 1993 European Commission’s Investigative Mission into
the Treatment of Muslim Women in the Former Yugoslavia, and, ultimately, the
50,000 figure publicized by a group of U.S. women senators in 1997, all swallowed
and regurgitated by the Western mainstream media,27 fell dramatically to “514
allegations” on all sides at the time the UN Commission of Experts produced its
Final Report in May 1994.28 Again, the claims of Serb killings in Kosovo during
NATO’s 78 day bombing war, which at one point reached a State Department
peak of “some 150,000 to 500,000 military-age men” reported as “missing,”29
with their fate unknown but the worst feared, ended up below 10,000 in the
Kosovo theater on all sides.30
But, in contrast, Srebrenica’s 8,000 Bosnian Muslim “men and boys” remains
at, near, or slightly above the 8,000 number some 20 years later. What is more,
it has been insulated from challenge by law and the threat of facing prosecution
if one dares to challenge it. Thus, in January 2009, the European Parliament
adopted a resolution by 556 to 9 votes that proclaimed every July 11 a “day of
commemoration of the Srebrenica genocide all over the EU,” when “more than
8,000 Muslim men and boys…were summarily executed by Bosnian Serb forces,
[and] nearly 25,000 women, children and elderly people were forcibly deported,
making this event the biggest war crime to take place in Europe since the end
www.coldtype.net | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | ColdType 13
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of the Second World War.”31 If one is a member of the European Union, any
questioning of the “Srebrenica massacre” as a genuine case of genocide, and
any suggestion that 8,000 is an inflated number, today may be prosecutable
as “genocide denial.”

The Magical 8,000 Bosnian Muslim
Men and Boys

W

ithin days of the fall of Srebrenica, news reports began to circulate
claiming that as many as 7,000 Bosnian Muslim “men and boys”
had gone missing from the enclave, and a dire fate was quickly predicted and dramatized heavily. On July 14, The Guardian of London
reported that “Acute concern was being expressed for the fate of most males,
perhaps as many as 7,000, whom the Serbs had rounded up and taken away,
reportedly to the nearby town of Bratunac.”32 “The men have all disappeared,
and we think they may be dead,” a young mother told the New York Times at a
displaced persons camp on the grounds of the Tuzla International Airport, “as
she cradled her 4-year-old son,” the Times’s reporter added.33 Very much attuned to the propaganda value of the fall of Srebrenica, John Shattuck, the U.S.
assistant secretary of state for human rights, told an audience of reporters in Zagreb at the start of August, “I have heard incredible eyewitnesses’ accounts from
refugees of mass executions of men and boys by Bosnian Serb soldiers,” adding
that such accounts provide “substantial new evidence of genocide and crimes
against humanity in eastern Bosnia.”34
On August 10, the UN Security Council met in two consecutive sessions. The
first dealt with Operation Storm, the second with the fall of the Srebrenica and
Zepa “safe areas.” “My Government expects the war-crimes Tribunal to investigate allegations of abuse against unarmed civilians,” U.S. Ambassador Madeleine Albright said of Operation Storm , “including reports that five elderly
Serbs were killed and refugees bombed in the village of Dvor.” Clearly, Albright
was minimizing the monumental scale and consequences of the operation.35
Not so with the fall of Srebrenica and Zepa, however. “Some 10,000 civilians
from Srebrenica and around 3,000 from Zepa are missing and unaccounted for,”
she now told the Council, inveighing against the “Pale Serbs” who “beat, raped,
14 ColdType | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | www.coldtype.net
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and murdered many of those fleeing the violence.” Like a mantra, Albright repeated the phrase “We must not forget” five times during the second session,
emphasizing the “magnitude of the suffering” caused by the Bosnian Serbs. “It
is important that we focus international attention on the plight of the refugee
population from Srebrenica and Zepa,” she added. “[T]rue reconciliation will
not be possible in this region until the perception of collective guilt is expunged
and personal responsibility is assigned.”36 The next day’s reports in the major
Western media echoed each other on Albright’s “spy plane photos” and her “evidence of mass graves.” Within the propaganda system of the Great Western
Powers, the dichotomous treatment of “worthy” (Bosnian Muslims) and “unworthy” (Krajina Serbs and Serbs more generally) victims was and remains an
inviolable convention.
As we have noted in the previous section, the 20 year challenge for supporters
of the 8,000 “men and boys” target figure, including the ICTY and its Western
backers, has been to provide evidence for these numbers, and they have pursued
this task doggedly by using body counts, lists of people missing, forensic and
DNA evidence derived from graves, claims of reburial operations and even the
destruction of bodies, and by witness testimony. Although these efforts have
proved a serious failure in substance, they have been a great success in propaganda.
The 8,000 number was adopted long before there was any hard evidence of
mass executions, and we believe that it was settled on because, first and foremost, it was large enough to sustain the charge of “genocide” and, second, because it made possible U.S. and NATO military intervention on “humanitarian”
grounds. The leaders of the assault on the Bosnian Serbs and, later, Serbia itself, were determined to bring the “genocide” charge against the Serb leadership
from the earliest days as a kind of justification for their taking sides against the
Bosnian Serbs. Also, the Bosnian Muslim leadership was only too happy to go
along with this agenda, even warning of a prospective genocide before July 11,
1995, most famously in a letter that Alija Izetbegovic addressed to Bill Clinton,
Jacques Chirac, John Major, and Helmut Kohl on July 9. “Please use all your
influence with the international community to fulfill its obligations toward this
UN protected area and prevent this act of terrorism and genocide against the
civilians of Srebrenica,” the letter pleaded.37 As some Bosnian Muslim members
of a delegation from Srebrenica who met privately with Izetbegovic in Sarajevo in
September 1993 have contended, Izetbegovic “told them he learned that a NATO
intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina was possible, but could only occur if the
www.coldtype.net | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | ColdType 15
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Serbs were to break into Srebrenica, killing at least 5,000 of its people.”38 We
believe that this story is true, and we believe that the forces behind it animated
the quick and firm institutionalization of the 8,000 number within the canonical history of the “Srebrenica massacre.”
Clearly, the demonization of the Bosnian Serbs also played a major role. As
we’ve just seen in Madeleine Albright’s performance before the Security Council,
not only must we not forget the fate of the Bosnian Muslims, we must treat their
fate with the proper indignation. Of course there had been serious fighting from
July 11-12 on, as the Bosnian Muslim Army’s 28th Division fled from Srebrenica
toward Muslim lines around Tuzla. In his testimony during the Krstic trial, the
Chief of the Supreme Command Staff Enver Hadzihasanovic stated that he could
“claim for certainty that,” in the retreat from Srebrenica, “2,628 members…of
the 28th Division were killed.”39 The bodies of these unfortunate individuals
were interred in often hastily dug gravesites along with executed prisoners. But
in the gravesite excavations sponsored by the ICTY through 2001, and subsequently by the Bosnian Federal Commission on Missing Persons, ignoring or
downplaying deaths in combat became standard procedure. This came easily for
those who had absorbed the quickly institutionalized demonization of the Serbs
from 1991 on; its ease of acceptance was reinforced by the fact that some fraction
of the bodies were of people executed.
But the work of the ICTY was based on the premise that these were primarily
or exclusively graves holding execution victims—that is, crime scenes, not the
aftermath of war. As Sarah Wagner, a forensic anthropologist involved with the
early exhumations, once observed: “The exhumations and autopsies were carried out with the primary goal of providing evidence about a crime, such as determining the cause of death or the presence of ligatures or blindfolds.”40 That
these exhumations were not carried out in a juridical investigative manner—
for example, without preconceptions about the “’systematic and widespread’
nature of the crimes, suggesting they were carried out as part of a plan, orders
handed down through chain of command,”41 and with the goal of determining
what actually had happened—shows how thoroughly politicized the whole process under the ICTY’s management had become. Before long, the search for the
“worthy” victims of the “Srebrenica-related” mass graves had taken hold among
a highly educated and politically engaged class of largely Western medico-legal
professionals.42 The grip that this mindset exercises over them has never let go.
The initial exhumations of 21 gravesites between 1996 and 2000, all under
the sponsorship of the ICTY and feeding into the Krstic Judgment of 2001, were
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accompanied by forensic reports on what were claimed to be a conservative estimate of a minimum of 2,028 bodies found at these mass graves.43 These reports
did not attempt to distinguish between deaths from execution and deaths in
combat. In Krstic, the trial chamber admitted that it “cannot rule out the possibility that a percentage of the bodies in the gravesites examined may have
been men killed in combat.”44 But the Serb forensic analyst Ljubisa Simic, after
a meticulous analysis of the Srebrenica-related forensic reports available at the
time of the Krstic Judgment, concluded that “While this statement is in principle correct, it would have been equally correct to say that, based on the same
evidence, the Chamber ‘cannot rule out the possibility that some of the men
were executed’, since both of those statements are in equal measure true.”45 But
the profound bias of ICTY’s professional culture ruled out this kind of insight.
They were present on the ground to investigate “crime scenes.”
Simic examined 3,568 post-mortem reports. He found that in 1,583 of these
reports (44.37%), the remains consisted of “only a body part, often just a single
bone….Based on such reports, it is impossible to draw any forensically significant conclusions, all the more so since no trauma is noted in a high percentage
[92.4%] of them.”46
What is more, Simic found that the “number of actual bodies may very well
be far less than the number of autopsy reports,” and, based on an analysis of femur bones and femur fragments, he concluded, ultimately, that the ICTY’s postmortem reports referred to “between 1,919 and 1,923” actual human bodies.47
Of course, 1,919 or 1,923 actual human bodies in the “Srebrenica-related
graves” as of 2001 fell far short of the 8,000 target, but the Krstic trial chamber
helped bridge the gap by treating as evidence the prosecution’s speculation that
a “minimum of 2,571 further bodies” would be found in the 18 then still unexhumed mass graves, bringing the new total to 4,805.48 But even this would fall
far short of 8,000, and if a sizable proportion of the total body count were comprised of combat deaths, the shortfall becomes very large. In fact, Simic found
that 627 of the 1,923 bodies in the 2001 set were very likely combat deaths, based
on projectile and wound information, and 442 very likely were victims of execution, based on associated blindfolds and/or ligatures, with the residual majority
undeterminable.49
This led Simic to note that “it is difficult to avoid the impression that Tribunal
forensic experts were operating with a mandate that was broader than merely
reporting observable facts. Were at least some of the Tribunal’s experts trying
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tional perceptions of Srebrenica that had been settled on a political level before
the forensic experts were even sent out to perform their task?”50 At the ICTY,
minimizing Bosnian Muslim combat deaths is yet another programmed bias.
Much has been said about DNA testing as an essential tool in establishing the
identity of individuals. The Sarajevo-based International Commission for Missing Persons (ICMP) reputedly runs the world’s largest identification system for
processing bone samples and matching the DNA extracted from them with the
DNA of family members of persons reported as missing from the wars in the
former Yugoslavia—of which there were at one time 40,000 overall, with some
30,000 in Bosnia and Herzegovina alone. In 2003, the ICMP’s mandate was
extended to the identification of missing persons in other theaters of conflict
around the world, as well as to persons missing as the result of natural disasters.
And in April 2015, the ICMP announced that it had reached a framework agreement with several European states that will turn it into a treaty-based organization, and that it will be moving its headquarters to The Hague.51
But though this corresponds with the worldwide perception of the ICMP as
an independent nongovernmental forensic organization, for the first 19 years of
its history (1996-2015), it would be more accurate to say that the ICMP existed
as an adjunct to the ICTY in the latter’s quest to prosecute ethnic Serbs in the
major Srebrenica-related cases, and to help it tie up any loose ends in drafting
the official history of the dismantling of Yugoslavia.
As the July 11, 2015, 20th anniversary commemoration of the “Srebrenica massacre” at the Srebrenica-Potocari Memorial Center and Cemetery approached, the
ICMP released it most current data on the number of persons identified through
DNA analysis from the “Srebrenica-related” graves. As of June 18, 2015, the ICMP
reported a total of 6,930 persons had been identified, of which it claimed it had
identified 6,827 using DNA matching, while the remaining 103 had been identified using conventional methods.52 As Thomas Parsons, the ICMP’s director of
forensic sciences, told an interviewer after his July 2013 testimony in the Mladic
trial, the ICMP’s work helps to “[constrain] the narrative that the perpetrators
can say of what actually happened.”53 These are not the sentiments of a politically disengaged or neutral man.
But the work of the ICMP begs the most important question of all. DNA profiling is powerless to determine either the manner of death (from natural causes,
homicide, suicide, or accident) of the persons whom it helps to identify, or the
date on which someone died. Non-controversially, the armed factions inside
Bosnia and Herzegovina had been in a civil war since at least April 1992. During
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the Bosnian Muslim column’s trek from Susnjari to Tuzla and other locations,
they and the Bosnian Serb army had engaged in combat operations. As Stephen
Karganovic notes, the relevant distinction here is therefore between persons
who died during lawful combat and persons who were executed extrajudicially.54 But as we have seen, the ICTY isn’t interested in answering this question.
There is also the question of bodies near Srebrenica killed both before and after
July 1995, quite a few identified by Milivoje Ivanisevic, but of no interest to the
ICMP investigators, who were also uninterested in the large body count of massacred Serbs in dozens of pre-July 1995 graves.55
What is more, the ICTY’s work remains inscrutable. When for example the
defense in the trial of Radovan Karadzic in 2009 asked the prosecution to “allow
my experts to see every single piece of material, all the DNA analysis” so they
could carry out genuinely independent testing of the ICMP’s work, the prosecution declined to release it. “The ICMP is an independent third party organization
with its own mandate,” went the prosecution’s canard. After a year-long battle,
the prosecution asked the trial chamber to grant it “declaratory relief” from the
Karadzic defense’s request. Amazingly, the prosecution stated that “The ICMP
is not obliged to provide 300 [or any number] of sample case files to the Accused
under any procedure or subject to any preconditions….”56
According to American Bar Association Standards for the use of DNA evidence in U.S. courts, “All biological evidence should be made available to defendants and convicted persons upon request….” Only in this way can the issue of
wrongful convictions—a major injustice afflicting all criminal justice systems—
be mitigated.57 And as the British journalist Jonathan Rooper has noted, rightly
or wrongly, “DNA identification has come to be seen, in much the same way
as fingerprint technology, as a gold standard. The perception is that, if there
is a DNA match, it constitutes unassailable evidence.”58 But, as with the case
of the much vaunted, state-of-the-art crime lab of the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation shows, everywhere one turns there are faulty forensic practices,
false testimonies by “experts,” and pro-prosecution, results-driven claims that
not only exceed the limits of science, but constitute outright fabrications.59 We
should expect nothing more or less from the work of the ICMP. Mass graves are
nothing, if not DNA contamination pools. Small wonder that the ICMP—and
the Office of the Prosecutor—doesn’t want competent, independent scrutiny of
its Srebrenica-related work.
As to the testimonies of many alleged eye-witnesses in the trials of Krstic,
Milosevic, Karadzic, Mladic, and others, those that gave evidence on executions
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rarely testified to having seen them; most spoke about the evidence of graves,
or people missing and claimed to have been lost in the Srebrenica area in July
1995. There were a number who did claim to have witnessed executions, but
their testimony is sometimes inconsistent and otherwise not convincing,60 and
it doesn’t make a serious advance toward supporting the 8,000 total. The major
exception was the testimony of Drazen Erdemovic. An ethnic Croat mercenary
who had enlisted in the Bosnian Serb army by July 1995, Erdemovic claimed to
have been part of an eight-man team who, acting under orders allegedly from
the Bosnian Serb leadership, killed some 1,200 Bosnian Muslim POWs at the
Branjevo military farm on July 16, 1995. But this testimony was very problematic
as only 138 bodies and a modest number of cartridges were found in the area,
the paymasters for the action are unclear, and the ICTY’s handling of Erdemovic
was revealingly protective (see Part Three). His credibility was effectively demolished in Germinal Civikov’s 2009 book, Srebrenica: The Star Witness.61
In a discussion of the Krstic Judgment, the late Canadian professor of international law Michael Mandel once asked: “why exaggerate the numbers?” Here
was his answer: “Because the tribunal really wasn’t interested in the murder
charges. They were after the big prize of genocide, a much more difficult case
to make in these circumstances, so the higher the number of dead the better….
In the Krstic case, the concept of genocide, except as pure propaganda, lost all
contact with the Holocaust.”62
Mandel’s words are true of the entire institutional mechanism that feeds into
the ICTY—a theme to which we will return in Part Three.

Blacking Out the Pre-July 1995
Massacres of Bosnian Serbs

A

n important feature of the recurring, 20-year-long focus on the “Srebrenica massacre” has been the systematic stripping from the event of
any pre-July 1995 background of the massacres and ethnic cleansing of
Serbs living in eastern Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the role that the
Srebrenica enclave played as a military base for carrying out these missions,
once the enclave had been designated a “safe area” by the UN Security Council
in mid-April 1993. This context-stripping fitted well with the demonization of
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the Serbs, allowing the Western media to represent them as evil killers, unprovoked and victimizing a UN-protected “safe area” for no reason other than their
blood lust.
On April 16, 1993, the Security Council voted unanimously to endorse a resolution that “all parties and others concerned treat Srebrenica and its surroundings as a safe area which should be free from any armed attack,” and for the
“immediate withdrawal from the areas surrounding Srebrenica” of the Bosnian
Serb forces.63 This resolution was followed two days later by the signing of a
cease-fire and demilitarization agreement between the Army of the Republic of
Serbia General Ratko Mladic and his counterpart, General Sefer Halilovic of the
Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; the agreement also called for
the deployment of the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) to Srebrenica.
But as with the subsequent cease-fire and demilitarization agreement of May
8, the call for “all weapons ammunition, mines, explosives and combat supplies…inside Srebrenica [to] be submitted/handed over to UNPROFOR” in a
verifiable manner was never implemented.64 Instead, Srebrenica was allowed
to remain an armed Bosnian Muslim camp and jumping off place for attacks on
nearby Serb villages—exactly as it had been for the previous year. UNPROFOR’s
Canadian (Canbat) and later Dutch (Dutchbat) companies deployed in Srebrenica were perfectly aware of the presence of Bosnian Muslim arms and soldiers
and the frequent use of this base for deadly attacks on nearby Serb villages, but
they did nothing to stop it, neither attempting to stop the attacks nor protesting
to UN authorities about this nullification of the supposed purpose of the “safe
area.” As the massive 2002 Dutch report on the fall of Srebrenica makes clear,
the Bosnian Muslim forces “did not have to worry about any large-scale UNPROFOR attempt to force demilitarization….Srebrenica was used as an exercise area
for its units there and as a base for raids. Insofar as could be determined, the
[Bosnian Serbs] undertook little military activity and tried to keep the [Bosnian
Muslims] inside the enclave.”65 Indeed, had the Dutch courts ultimately held
Dutchbat legally responsible for the killings of the Srebrenica “safe area” population by the Bosnian Serbs in July 1995 (which they did not),66 logically, then,
the surviving relatives of Serb victims of Bosnian Muslim attacks launched from
the “safe area” from late April 1993 to July 1995 should also have been able to
sue the Dutch for damages.
Canbat and Dutchbat were of course instruments of the UN, and if they failed
to enforce the demilitarization of Srebrenica, this was not only because they
faced resistance from the Bosnian Muslims, but also because the UN Departwww.coldtype.net | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | ColdType 21
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ment of Peacekeeping Operations in New York didn’t want them to enforce it.
Again, the Dutch report on Srebrenica makes this clear. Following the adoption
of Resolution 819, UNDPO head Kofi Annan expressed the “idea that the factfinding mission of the Security Council [to Srebrenica] …would make the Force
Commander [Lars-Eric Wahlgren] aware of the ‘strong feeling amongst several
Member States’ that UNPROFOR should not take an active part in ‘disarming the
victims’,” meaning the Bosnian Muslim victims, not the Bosnian Serb.7 Clearly,
Annan had already absorbed the U.S. and NATO narrative of who were the “worthy” victims, and who were the “unworthy” victims, and merely villains, so he
was aligned with the Bosnian Muslims as they used Srebrenica as a killing waystation. Annan’s overwhelming bias was also clearly evident in the 1999 UN
report on Srebrenica.68 As George Bogdanich has observed, in Annan’s version
of The Fall of Srebrenica:
Women and children were “deported” from Srebrenica, but the Serbs driven
out of Krajina only “fled their homes.” Serbs in Western Bosnia were only
“displaced,” not “ethnically cleansed” or “deported.” Croatia’s Operation
Flash precipitated the “expulsion and flight of several thousand Croatian
Serbs across the border into Serb-held territory in the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina,” with this operation merely “triggering a new wave of ‘ethnic
cleansing’ in western Bosnia, where Bosniacs and Croats were evicted to make
way for the influx of displaced Serbs” (para. 183). Here, in the very same paragraph of the UN report, we find what was essentially the same kind of military
operations described very differently, with word usage adjusted to meet the
UN’s and NATO’s political agenda, depending on whether the Serbs carried
out the operation (“ethnic cleansing”) or were the victims of the operation
(“expulsion and flight”). Similarly, the report makes the forced expulsion
of Croatians and Muslims “genocide,” while the forced expulsion of Serbs is
taken as “retribution.” Words like “abhorrent,” horrifying,” “savage,” “implacable,” “horror,” and “mass murder” are used only in reference to Serb
conduct, never to Croats or Bosnian Muslims (or their imported Mujahadeen
fighters). Such word-usage and double standards is compelling evidence of
the report’s deep biases and NATO-war-supportive role.69
But if the UN didn’t want to enforce the demilitarization agreements, this
was only because those Member States that dominated the UN were against enforcement—which means the United States above all. An oft-quoted remark in
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the memoir of U.S. State Department negotiator Richard Holbrooke states that
the U.S. eventually promoted Kofi Annan to replace Boutros Boutros-Ghali after
one term in office as Secretary-General because Annan “had been most helpful”
in providing UN authorization for Operation Deliberate Force, NATO’s late August and September 1995 bombing campaign against the Bosnian Serbs. “Annan
won the job on that day,” Holbrooke wrote.70 And in 1996, Boutros-Ghali was
replaced by Annan, who became an even more loyal servant of the United States
after his elevation.
Serb victimization from the Srebrenica safe area attacks was far from trivial.
Serb historian Milivoje Ivanisevic has produced detailed lists of Serbs from the
Srebrenica and Bratunac municipalities killed during the years 1992-1995; they
total 3,262 victims in all, including 2,382 civilians (73%), and 880 police (27%).71
The great majority of these victims were killed prior to the arrival of Canbat in
Srebrenica in April 1993. The government of Yugoslavia (now reduced to Serbia
and Montenegro) presented a Memorandum to the General Assembly and Security Council with details on these killings on June 2, 1993,72 but there was no UN
response to this accounting, and it received no publicity in the Western media.
The Serb forensic pathologist Dr. Zoran Stankovic led teams of investigators
to East Bosnia beginning in 1993 that eventually would discover mass graves in
which were buried the bodies of several thousand largely civilian Serb victims
that had been massacred by Bosnian Muslim forces. Many of these victims had
been subjected to grisly tortures, including throat-slitting, decapitation, and immolation, and his team took numerous photographs of the victims. The killers
had often tried to cover up the bodies, but some of them were left exposed in
public places, likely as exhibits to show the surviving Serbs what fate awaited
them, if they did not flee. Stankovic prepared some 4,500 dossiers of Serb victims by April 1995 alone.73 But he found the Prosecutor at the ICTY uninterested in his work, although his team had carefully processed the grave findings
and even filmed them. The international community “looks only for the truth
that suits it,” Stankovic concluded.74
Lieut. Col. Thomas Karremans, commander of Dutchbat III in Srebrenica,
stated during a news conference in Zagreb on July 23, 1995: “We know that in
the area surrounding the Srebrenica enclave alone, 192 villages were razed to the
ground and all the inhabitants killed. That’s what I mean when I say ‘no good
guys, no bad guys’.”75 These numbers exceed Ivanisevic’s, but are worth noting.
Karremans was referring to the violence prior to the arrival of Canbat and Dutchbat. Much of this violence was organized by Naser Oric, commander of the 28th
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Division of the Bosnian Muslim Army, whose forces worked out of Srebrenica for
several years, with minimal and ineffective constraints placed on them by Canbat and Dutchbat, and operating on the instructions of Muslim leaders in Sarajevo. UN Sarajevo Commander Philippe Morillon stated that “Naser Oric was a
warlord who reigned by terror in this area… He could not allow himself to take
prisoners. According to my recollection, he didn’t even look for an excuse.”76
In fact, Oric was proud of his mass killings, bragging about them and showing videos of Serb victims to Washington Post reporter John Pomfret and Toronto
Star reporter Bill Schilller. As Schiller reported in January 1994 how, on his visit
with Oric, he was shown videos of burning Serb houses, Serb dead bodies, and
severed Serb heads, noting that “Oric grinned throughout, admiring his handiwork.” In one case of a ghost town, Oric said: “We killed 114 Serbs there.”77
Although there was a massive search for similar admissions of the deliberate
killings of civilians by Bosnian Serb forces during the trial of Slobodan Milosevic,
nothing comparable was ever put forward. But these admissions didn’t hurt
Oric. In his belated trial for war crimes, the Prosecutor at the ICTY never called
Pomfret and Schiller as witnesses, and Oric’s original conviction by the ICTY on
minor charges was eventually overturned on appeal.78
General Morillon also testified to the importance of Oric’s forces in generating
hatred and horror among the Bosnian Serbs. During his January 2001 testimony
before France’s parliamentary inquiry into the events at Srebrenica, Morillon
was asked, “Comment expliquez-vous cet abominable massacre?” He replied:
“Par la haine accumulée. Il y a eu des têtes coupées. Il y avait eu des massacres
abominables commis par les forces de Naser Oric dans tous les villages avoisinants. Quand je suis allé à Bratunac à l’époque où je suis intervenu, je l’ai sentie.
Il y a eu d’ailleurs de très bons livres depuis sur ce drame qui confirment ce que
je vous dis”.79
Morillon—like Pomfret and Schiller—was not called as a witness for the Prosecution in the trial of Naser Oric. And the mainstream media ignored Morillon’s
answer, which provides an inconvenient context to the events in Srebrenica
1995, and was therefore swept under the rug.
The mainstream media have played an immense role in the blacking out of
Serb victimization. During the years in which Stankovic was researching and
producing and trying to get out evidence of the massacres of Bosnian Serbs, the
Big Four of U.S. newspapers (the New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street
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Journal, and Los Angeles Times) published a grand total of two articles that mentioned Stankovic’s work as a forensic pathologist.80 But as we saw in Part One,
both the U.S. and the global media have lavished attention on every facet of the
20 year inquiry into the fate of Srebrenica’s “safe area” population—missing persons, exhumations, autopsies, body counts, DNA identifications, indictments,
trials, and judgments at the ICTY, not to mention pseudo-moralizing commentaries. Here, we return, as we must, to the concept of “worthy” and “unworthy”
victims, and to how U.S. and Western power and ideology frame so much of what
passes for the history of the world. Wherever the United States is involved, there
are “good guys” (the United States) and “bad guys” (official enemies).
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Part Three

The ICTY as an Instrument
of U.S. Policy

T

he International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) was brought into existence by the Security Council on
May 27, 1993,81 its structure and terms following closely a draft submitted to the UN Secretary General by the U.S. State Department. Just
a few months before this, in December 1992, in a presentation given
by U.S. Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger at a conference on
the former Yugoslavia in Geneva, he called for the creation of a “second Nuremberg.”82 It is time to “begin identifying individuals who
may have to answer for having committed crimes against humanity,”
Eagleburger said, and to “signal clearly [to the people of Serbia] the
risk they currently run of sharing the inevitable fate of those who practice ethnic cleansing in their name.”83 Eagleburger also named the potential criminals,
mostly Serbs, who would face this “second Nuremberg,” with three big names
on the list—Milosevic, Karadzic, and Mladic—accused of “pursu[ing] the suicidal dream of a Greater Serbia.” This was a virtual declaration of war against
Serb entities, and the ICTY would be an instrument of that war.
The United States was the dominant force behind the ICTY from its inception,
early on supplying much of its funding and personnel, with Secretary of State Madeleine Albright personally vetting prosecutors Louise Arbour and Carla Del Ponte,
who, along with the initial prosecutor Richard Goldstone, followed closely the U.S.
agenda. The United States had a war agenda for Yugoslavia from 1992 or earlier,
and in its pursuit was instrumental in causing the failure of peace efforts from the
Lisbon (Cutiliero) agreement in February 1992 up to the time of Dayton (late 1995),
and then again at Rambouillet (early 1999), where it engineered a collapse of the
Kosovo peace talks and set the stage for NATO’s bombing war.84 Throughout this
period (1992-1999), the United States relied on giving a priority to “justice” over
peace, with the alleged demands of “justice” used to sabotage the cause of peace,
while enabling the successful pursuit of Serb military and political leaders.85
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The ICTY was designed to play a key role in this war-making program. It
would publicly identify villains (mainly Serbs), who were thereby disqualified
from political negotiations, and U.S.-NATO military forces would sometimes be
obliged to capture the Serb villains in the pursuit of “justice.” John Laughland
recounts an incident in 1997, when the British Special Air Service “shot dead an
ICTY indictee” rather than arrest him. Madeleine Albright reportedly expressed
her pleasure when told the news. “The next time we arrived in town,” she said,
“we were perceived as pretty serious and pretty scary people. Which is what we
are supposed to be.”86 When Karadzic and Mladic were indicted by the ICTY on
July 24, 1995, ICTY officials bragged about how the indictments removed these
two Bosnian Serb leaders from any peace negotiations. “I challenge anyone to
sit down at the negotiating table with someone accused of genocide,” ICTY President Antonio Cassese immediately commented.87 Most dramatically, Milosevic
and four other Serbs would be indicted in May 1999, with Prosecutor Louise
Arbour acknowledging in public her intention of removing them as negotiations
partners: “this indictment raises serious questions about [the indictees’] suitability to be the guarantors of any deal, let alone a peace agreement.”88
At the same time, the United States and NATO could violate the law with complete impunity, and with an ICTY cover. The 1999 bombing war on Yugoslavia
was a straightforward violation of the UN Charter, but with U.S.-NATO power
controlling the application of law, neither the UN, the International Court of
Justice (ICJ), nor the ICTY would address this crime of aggression. On April 28,
1999, Yugoslavia asked the ICJ to enjoin ten NATO member states from attacking
the country; Yugoslavia also asked the ICJ to rule on the legality of the attack.
In the Case Concerning Legality of Use of Force, which extended through December 2004, the ICJ ruled in ten-out-of-the-ten complaints brought by Yugoslavia
that it lacked the jurisdiction to hear them. In the U.S. case, for example, decided as early as June 2, 1999, even while the U.S. was still attacking Yugoslavia,
the ICJ ruled that since the “United States observes that it ‘has not consented
to jurisdiction…and will not do so’,” the ICJ was left with no alternative: “in the
absence of consent by the United States,…the Court cannot exercise jurisdiction…”89 The other nine cases were rejected on the same terms.
Note the contrast between the ICJ’s failure to address the “supreme international crime” in the case of NATO’s 1999 aggression against Yugoslavia, and the
ICJ’s extensive treatment of allegations of “genocide” in the Srebrenica-related
killings in its 2007 case, Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (or the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina v.
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the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia). In both cases, the jurisdiction of the ICJ was
invoked by the plaintiffs (i.e., by Yugoslavia in 1999, and by Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1993 on) under Article IX of the Genocide Convention, a straightforward article permitting the parties to the Convention to submit their disputes to
the ICJ for adjudication.90 In both cases, the respondents (i.e., the ten memberstates of NATO from 1999 on, and Yugoslavia in 2006) argued that the ICJ lacked
jurisdiction to hear the case. But whereas in the one case (i.e., Yugoslavia v. the
United States), the ICJ accepted the respondent’s rejection of its jurisdiction (an
impotent ICJ acquiescing to U.S. and NATO-bloc lawlessness), in the other case
(Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Yugoslavia), the ICJ undertook laborious arguments
to show why it did in fact exercise jurisdiction, devoting roughly 40 percent of
its Judgment to a defense of its jurisdiction, and, by a vote of ten-to-five, “Rejects
the objections…made by the respondent to the effect that the Court has no jurisdiction; and affirms that it has jurisdiction, on the basis of Article IX of the
Convention….”91
The 1999 NATO bombing war also involved serious war crimes by NATO, which
became ever more serious as the bombing war turned increasingly to destroying
Serbian civil society; the indictment of Milosevic in May 1999 was therefore well
timed to divert attention from the escalating U.S.-NATO war crimes. Here, and
throughout the Yugoslavia dismantlement wars, ICTY indictments and publicity
campaigns were designed to discredit ethnic Serbs and their leaders, and to put
NATO in a good light. The ICTY’s bias was often grotesque. In rejecting a massive dossier on NATO war crimes submitted by Canadian law professor Michael
Mandel on behalf of a large legal constituency, one of many such submissions,92
the Office of the Prosecutor (1) refused to even open an investigation; (2) announced that the OTP accepted as “generally reliable” and “honestly given” the
evidence provided by NATO that NATO may have committed “mistakes” and
“errors of judgment,” but that it did not deliberately target civilians; and (3)
concluded that with only 495 civilians killed by NATO (a disputed figure), “there
is simply no evidence of the necessary crime base for charges of genocide or
crimes against humanity.”93 Yet, in the initial indictment of Milosevic et al. for
Kosovo, the prosecutor found that 344 deaths, only 45 of them alleged to have
occurred prior to the onset of NATO’s bombing campaign (at Racak on January
15, 1999), provided the “necessary crime base” to bring charges.94 But Yugoslavia was a U.S.-NATO target; hence, it was the ICTY’s target as well.
Clearly, we are not dealing here with a serious juridical organization, but rather with a political and propaganda arm of the parties that waged war against
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ethnic Serbs from the early 1990s on. As Milosevic stated during his very first
appearance before the ICTY, “[T]he aim of this Tribunal is to justify the crimes
committed in Yugoslavia”95—and many U.S. and NATO-bloc officials essentially
agree. Thus Michael Scharf, a former State Department lawyer and a principal
architect of the ICTY statute, acknowledged in the Washington Post that within
U.S. circles, the “tribunal was widely perceived…as little more than a public
relations device and as a potentially useful tool…. Indictments…would serve to
isolate offending leaders diplomatically, strengthen the hand of their domestic
rivals [i.e., foster regime change] and fortify the international political will to
employ sanctions or use force.”96 David Scheffer, onetime aide to Madeleine
Albright and the first U.S. ambassador-at-large for war crimes issues, agrees, but
puts the point more graphically: That the United States intended “to wield [the
ICTY] like a battering-ram in the execution of U.S. and NATO policy.”97
Hans Köchler, president of the International Progress Organization, also
agreed with Milosevic (as well as Scharf and Scheffer) on the political services of
the ICTY, but he also stressed its illegality. Köchler pointed out in 1999 that as
the Security Council has no authority whatsoever in the field of criminal justice,
its creation of the ad hoc tribunals was illegal.98 The Security Council’s action
in establishing the ICTY was therefore ultra vires—beyond the legitimate powers of the Security Council. Köchler also pointed out the ICTY’s perverse, even
Orwellian character, given that it was organized and used by parties actually
making war, hence advancing a peace-breaking violation of the UN Charter’s
Article 2 prohibition of the “threat or use of force against the territorial integrity
or political independence of any state.” “If this new form of self-righteous power
politics is not being checked,” Köchler argued, “similar actions may be taken in
times to come against other sovereign countries and their leadership. In this
case the ‘rule of force’ will replace the ‘rule of law’ in international relations.”99
As it did so conspicuously two years later when the same sponsor governments
invaded Afghanistan, followed two years later by their invasion of Iraq (etc.)
without impediment by the “international community.”
In dealing with the “Srebrenica massacre,” the ICTY has played its assigned
political role without deviation and quite effectively, supported by the Western
establishment, including the mainstream media. The Bosnian Serbs were the
consistent target, with Karadzic and Mladic indicted and charged with genocide
(etc.) as early as July 24, 1995, based largely on actions related to the siege of
Sarajevo as well as the camps in Prijedor,100 dramatic charges not coincidentally
brought shortly after the fall of Srebrenica, with charges of “genocide” (etc.) for
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Srebrenica added later that year on November 14.101
In the important Judgment in the case of the Bosnian Serb Commander of the
Drina Corps Radislav Krstic on August 2, 2001, the Tribunal declared that the
fate of the Srebrenica “safe area” population (deaths as well as forcible transfers) constituted “genocide” and sentenced Krstic to a 46 year prison term (later
reduced to 35 years for “aiding and abetting” the crime of genocide).102 The trial
chamber found that “Bosnian Serb forces executed several thousand Bosnian
Muslim men. The total number is likely to be within the range of 7,000-8,000
men.”103 But the trial chamber also asserted that its “experts” (in this case,
the Australian Dean Manning) had only been “able to conservatively estimate
that a minimum of 2,028 separate bodies were exhumed from the mass-graves”
(which as of 2001, numbered 21 in all).104 What is more, at the time of this decision, and notwithstanding the trial chamber’s assertion to the contrary,105 there
was little forensic evidence to determine the manner of their deaths—whether
the actually-existing set of human remains had been executed rather than killed
in combat, or even that they were victims of the July 1995 warfare in and around
Srebrenica.106
The judges did admit that some might be victims of combat,107 but once again
with little evidence, they concluded that “The results of the forensic investigations suggest that the majority of the bodies exhumed were not killed in combat; they were killed in mass executions.”108 To which they added the following non-sequitur: That of the “minimum of 7,475 persons from Srebrenica…still
listed as missing,” the combined evidence “support[s] the proposition that the
majority of missing people were, in fact, executed and buried in mass graves.”109
But as Michael Mandel has argued, a majority of 7,475 is only 3,736, so the trial
chamber’s figure of 7,000-8,000 Bosnian Muslim “men and boys” executed by
Bosnian Serb forces is a “legal form of propaganda”110—and an elegant display
of its bias and eagerness to approach the 8,000 target in support of the “genocide” charge.
The ICTY’s further proof that we are dealing here with “genocide” is laughable. It shrank the size of the “group” that the Bosnian Serbs allegedly “intended” to exterminate from one comprised of all Bosnian Muslims to the Bosnian
Muslims then seeking refuge within the Srebrenica “safe area.” Next, to cope
with the fact that the Bosnian Serbs concentrated on military-aged men, and
made no effort to kill most of the Muslim inhabitants of the “safe area,” the trial
chamber accepted the prosecution’s contention that “what remains of the Srebrenica community survives in many cases only in the biological sense, nothing
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more,” and concluded that the deaths of the military-aged men “precluded any
effective attempt by the Bosnian Muslims to recapture the territory.”111
But to survive in a “biological sense” is still to survive—it manifestly is not
to have been exterminated. For the trial chamber, however, the geographical
removal of the “safe area” population was treated as the equivalent of the physical destruction of this refugee community, and, in turn, this was treated as the
equivalent of genocide, effectively reducing the “crime of crimes” to ethnic
cleansing. As the Canadian legal scholar, William Schabas, wondered shortly
after the Krstic Judgment: “Can there be no other plausible explanations for the
destruction of 7,000 men and boys in Srebrenica? Could they not have been
targeted precisely because they were of military age, and thus actual or potential
combatants? Would someone truly bent on the physical destruction of a group,
and cold-blooded enough to murder more than 7,000 defenseless men and boys,
go to the trouble of organizing transport so that women, children, and the elderly could be evacuated?”112 We may be sure that the trial chamber’s logic was
applied only to Srebrenica’s Bosnian Muslims, but never to the Krajina Serbs,
against whom the Croatian military carried out a much more massive physical
destruction of communities which the Serbs had occupied for centuries.
The appeals chamber realized that the trial chamber decision was problematic, so it adjusted matters to preserve the genocide conclusion. First, it accepted
that the 7,000-8,000 Bosnian Muslim men were “systematically murdered” (executed), without any additional proof beyond the trial chamber’s Judgment; all
Bosnian Muslim deaths in combat were disappeared.113 Second, it built on a
strand of argument by the trial chamber that stressed the “patriarchal character of the Bosnian Muslim society in Srebrenica,” with the alleged fact that as
the 7,000-8,000 men killed were still “officially listed as missing,” their widows
would be “unable to remarry and, consequently, to have new children.” In this
way, the missing men “had severe procreative implications for the Srebrenica
Muslim community, potentially consigning the community to extinction.”114
The appeals chamber added another layer of argument to show the genocidal
effects that the geographical removal of the Srebrenica “safe area” population
had on the Bosnian Muslims as a whole. “Although this population constituted
only a small percentage of the overall Muslim population of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time” (approximately 1.4 million persons), “Srebrenica was important due to its prominence in the eyes of both the Bosnian Muslim and the international community,” the reasoning went. The fate of the Bosnian Muslims of
Srebrenica, therefore, “would serve as a potent example to all Bosnian Muslims
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of their vulnerability and defenselessness in the face of Serb military forces.”115
Aside from the fact that this argument is absurd and reduces the “crime of
crimes” to suffering pessimism engendered by warfare, it is on the record that
the Bosnian Muslim leadership had for several years been discussing the exchange of Srebrenica for Bosnian Serb-held territory near Sarajevo, strongly suggesting that holding onto Srebrenica was not of compelling strategic importance
to the Bosnian Muslim leadership.116 Furthermore, it is a well-established fact
that Sarajevo withdrew the commanders of the 28th Division and began a troop
withdrawal prior to and assuring the fall of Srebrenica without a fight, despite
having this well-armed and large force in the “demilitarized” town. Contrary to
the appeals chamber’s logic, its loss was clearly not something the Muslim leadership “strove to prevent.”117 In fact, an important case has been made that giving up Srebrenica and using the Bosnian Serb occupation and actions to demonize the Serbs and bring NATO into the war against the Serbs was the explanation
for the withdrawal.118 It required overwhelming bias for the appeals chamber to
overlook these considerations.
The appeals chamber also recognized that it had to meet a “specific intent”
requirement where the Bosnian Serbs were concerned, namely, “to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such.”119 The
appeals chamber agreed with the trial chamber that an “execution plan” was
established at the last moment within the command of the Bosnian Serb Army,
and passed along to the Drina Corps120—but, though the only evidence of this
“execution plan” consists of a combination of confessions of Serbs under ICTY
control who have sought favorable sentencing terms in exchange for guilty pleas
(“Statements of facts and acceptance of responsibility,” the ICTY calls them—
Momir Nikolic’s being a case in point121) and alleged intercepts of cryptic, and
over-interpreted (and very possibly falsified) communications within the Drina
Corps and related units, no other supportive documents have ever been produced—but the appeals chamber found this to be sufficient proof of Bosnian
Serb “intent.”
These last-minute decisions to kill were also based on subtle understandings
by the Bosnian Serb villains, who, as we’ve just seen, knew the effects of patriarchal social arrangements on survivability, and who decided not to kill the women and children because it would be poor public relations! The ICTY has never
explained why the Bosnian Serb Army did not proceed to separate, detain, and
kill the Bosnian Muslim men of the Zepa and Goradze “safe areas,” and treated
many of the Bosnian Muslim injured and sent them on to Tuzla.122 Perhaps the
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intent at these two enclaves, and in the Serb treatment of women and children—
and in stark contrast to the treatment of Srebrenica males—was to score public
relations points? Or is it possible that the ICTY’s facts and interpretations of the
fall of Srebrenica are a combination of propaganda and disinformation?
This does not exhaust the idiocies of the Krstic judgments. The Krstic case was
one of the earliest in which the ICTY deployed its innovative concept of a “joint
criminal enterprise” (JCE). This concept does not appear in the ICTY’s Statute,
or in earlier legal doctrine. In other words, “The ICTY had to invent it,” as John
Laughland notes.123 It was first introduced into ICTY jurisprudence in July 1999,
in the conviction on appeal of the Bosnian Serb Dusko Tadic for the murder of
a small number of Bosnian Muslims in the city of Prijedor. However, Tadic was
never alleged to have had, or convicted of actually having had, himself physically participated in these murders. Instead, the appeals chamber convicted him
of only having had the “intention to participate in and further the criminal activity or the criminal purpose of a group and to contribute to the joint criminal
enterprise or in any event to the commission of a crime by the group.”124 This
is why William Schabas has written that the “JCE” acronym in truth stands for
“just convict everyone.”
Eventually, Milosevic would be charged with participation in the same “joint
criminal enterprise” in the second amended indictment for Kosovo (October
2001), in all three indictments for Croatia (beginning in September 2001), and in
both indictments for Bosnia and Herzegovina (beginning in November 2001). It
would have been awkward to prosecute him for his actions in Kosovo alone, given that NATO was very possibly killing more civilians than the Yugoslav armed
forces, so the new plan was to tie him to the killings in Bosnia and Croatia as
well as Kosovo, as he allegedly strove with other Serb leaders to create a “Greater
Serbia.”
Thus, in the second session in court on December 11, 2001, Judge Richard May
explained that the court would hear the prosecution’s “motion for joinder” of
the three separate indictments of Milosevic for Kosovo, Croatia, and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. May added that in order for the court to rule in the prosecution’s
favor, the prosecution would have to show that everything under Milosevic’s
command formed a “single transaction” rather than a series of separate acts
in separate theaters of conflict.125 In making its case for trying Milosevic in a
single trial, Chief Prosecutor Carla Del Ponte explained that they “consider the
accused Milosevic as the highest official responsible for the crimes committed
from March 1991 in Bosnia, Croatia, and Kosovo.”126 A single trial “will contribwww.coldtype.net | SPECIAL ISSUE, August 2015 | ColdType 33
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ute to reconciliation and peace in Yugoslavia,” Del Ponte added.127 She then
turned the floor over to prosecutor Geoffrey Nice.
“[J]oinder can only occur where there was a single transaction,” Nice began,
a “common scheme, strategy or plan.”128 Nice continued that, yes, there was a
“common scheme, strategy or plan” whereby Milosevic was guilty of “attempting to create a—in quotation marks—‘Greater Serbia’, a centralized Serbian state
encompassing the Serb-populated areas of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
and all of Kosovo. This was to be achieved primarily by forcibly removing nonSerbs from large geographical areas of the territory of the former Yugoslavia
through the commission of crimes, in violation of Article 2 to 5 of the Statute of
the Tribunal.”129
Two days later, the trial chamber ruled partly in the prosecution’s favor, joining the indictments for Croatia and Bosnia into a common case, while leaving
the Kosovo indictment separate, with the two trials to be held one after the other, the Kosovo trial being the first, scheduled to begin on February 12, 2002.130
Almost four years later, however, in August 2005, during a courtroom exchange
between Milosevic, Nice, and the judges on the meaning of “Greater Serbia,”
Judge O-Gon Kwon asked Nice to explain the “difference of the Greater Serbia
idea and the idea of…all Serbs living in one state”—the former having been the
justification for accepting the “single transaction” and “common scheme,” or
“joint criminal enterprise,” argument back in December 2001.
Amazingly, Nice responded in such a way as to show that the prosecution
never really believed a word of its original argument:
Did [Milosevic] find the source of his position at least overtly in [the] historical
concept of Greater Serbia; no, he didn’t. His was perhaps to borrow His Honour Judge Robinson’s term or was stated to be the pragmatic one of ensuring
that all the Serbs who had lived in the former Yugoslavia should be allowed
for either constitutional or other reasons to live in the same unit. That meant
as we know historically from his perspective first of all that the former Yugoslavia shouldn’t be broken up….131
Clearly, the beauty of the JCE legal construct is that it alleges a crime of the
mind: It permits a crime to be charged against virtually anybody who can be
associated with a criminal act, however distantly removed, because the person
so charged is of the same mind as (or holds the same beliefs as) the person who
physically commits the crime. Thus, if a Serb leader in Croatia is accused of
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working to ethnically cleanse non-Serbs from territory in Croatia, and the associated killings and removals are found to be genocidal, and it can be alleged that
Bosnian Serb and Serbian leaders elsewhere are of the same mind as the actors in
Croatia, they can be designated as participants in a JCE, and each held responsible for crimes carried out by their mental allies, whether or not they physically
participated in them, or even knew about them. The JCE claims in the Milosevic
trial allowed him, belatedly and retrospectively, to be held responsible for any
Croatian Serb killings in Croatia from August 1991 on, and Bosnian Serb killings
in Bosnia from March 1992 on, in addition to any Serb killings in Kosovo from
January 1999 on. He, like them, was allegedly participating in a joint criminal
enterprise, seeking to extend his own personal power and striving for a “Greater
Serbia.”
This extra-legal, opportunistic, and indeed silly charge assumed that Milosevic
controlled the behavior of the Bosnian Serbs and Croatian Serbs, which he did
not, and failed to recognize that any efforts he made on their behalf could be
simply explained by a desire to allow Serbs in Bosnia and Croatia who did not
want to leave Yugoslavia and live as minorities in independent breakaway republics with hostile majorities to stay in the shrinking Yugoslavia. The “Greater
Serbia” accusation fails to explain Milosevic’s support of a series of agreements
from Lisbon in February 1992 through Dayton in 1995 in which Serb minorities
would have been left out of any Serbian controlled entity. These agreements
were not supported by the United States until Dayton in late 1995, so who was
supporting the violence option? Why shouldn’t any Milosevic and Bosnian and
Croatian Serb military actions be regarded as defense against the breakup of
Yugoslavia being imposed by the real JCE between the United States, Britain,
Germany, France, Tudjman’s Zagreb, Sarajevo’s Izetbegovic, and, later, the Kosovo Liberation Army? Because a Great Power uses the ICTY as a “battering
ram,” giving it carte blanche for absurdities that can discredit, imprison, and kill
innocent victims.
So the Milosevic trial, and, in the end, the Karadzic and Mladic trials, were the
culmination of a political program that had nothing to do with justice and were
in fact a monument to injustice and the abuse of power. They have been organized to prove that the US.-NATO assault on Yugoslavia was justified by “humanitarian” considerations. This was being done by a collective that was busily
trampling on the UN Charter in Yugoslavia and was supporting ethnic cleansing
in many theaters of conflict around the world: The Palestinian territories, Paul
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public of Congo as well as ethnic cleansing in Croatia and the post-bombing-war
in Kosovo.
Because the ICTY’s major trials of ethnic Serbs were political, it was impossible to assemble evidence of a coherent plan for a “Greater Serbia,” JCE coordination, and killings that would satisfy the demand for exceptional and widespread
savagery. There was no documentary evidence of such a plan. The body count
evidence was relatively small, as described in Part Two, so the prosecution depended heavily on witnesses in a kitchen-sink effort that inundated but failed to
enlighten. Some 295 prosecution witnesses were put before the trial chamber in
the Milosevic case, with very problematic results. Very few claimed to have witnessed Serb executions, and while many testified to Serb harshness and sometimes criminal behavior this did not seem exceptional for conflict zones and
could easily have been duplicated with witness evidence in areas where Serbs
were the victims. The trial was notorious for the judges’ acceptance of hearsay
evidence, the use of secret witnesses unavailable for cross-examination, and the
acceptability of written statements by the prosecution admittedly not prepared
by the witnesses themselves. There was also serious bias by the judges (most
notably presiding judge Richard May) in favoring the prosecution and limiting
and harassing Milosevic’s cross-examination. As the Canadian defense attorney
Edward L. Greenspan observed during the early days of the Milosevic trial, Judge
May “clearly reviles Milosevic” and “doesn’t even feign impartiality, or indeed,
interest.”132 These cases were closed before the ICTY ever heard them.
The most important ICTY witness, called as a witness or cited repeatedly in
every one of the Srebrenica-related trials from July 1996 on, was the Croatian
mercenary, Drazen Erdemovic. His record, testimonies, and handling by the
prosecution and ICTY provide revealing proof of the lack of integrity of the ICTY
and its brand of “justice.”
Erdemovic claims to have been part of a group of eight members of the Bosnian Serb Army’s 10th Sabotage Detachment, who participated in the execution
of some 1,200 Bosnian prisoners at the Branjevo Military Farm, near the town of
Pilica on July 16, 1995. He is prized by the prosecution and ICTY judges because
he claims not only to have helped kill many Bosnian Muslim prisoners from the
Srebrenica population, but also to have done this under orders from the Bosnjan
Serb Army’s Main Staff.
But the body count in the graves associated with the Branjevo Military Farm
area fell far short of 1,200 (in his witness statements for the prosecution, investigator Dusan Janc reports the total number of bodies exhumed there at around
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138133), and a critical analysis by Germinal Civikov showed that eight men killing 1,200 prisoners in batches of ten in five hours would have been physically
impossible.134 Why would the Bosnian Serbs do this, when they could use these
prisoners for prisoner-exchanges, and when executions would produce major
negative publicity, as the allegations about this event have? And if they did do
this, why would they entrust it to a group of mercenaries, including several Croats? Civikov shows that Erdemovic’s testimony is rife with inconsistencies and
contradictions. But these were not explored by the judges, who raised no obvious questions and would not permit serious cross-examination. Until the publication of Civikov’s book in 2009, none of the other seven participants or their
commanding officer was sought by the Tribunal for questioning to corroborate
or to challenge Erdmovic’s claims. This was part of a political program and not a
search for the truth. And Erdemovic said what the prosecutor, the ICTY judges,
and the U.S. State Department wanted him to say.
Milosevic died in March 2006, before the end of his trial, arguably killed by
the ICTY, which refused postponement and his going to Moscow for medical
treatment for a worsening coronary condition, with a Russian guarantee of his
return to The Hague. In fact, Milosevic died just two weeks after this refusal.
In contrast, the war-crimes indictee and Kosovo Albanian official Ramush Haradinaj was allowed to return to Kosovo from The Hague, not to have access to
medical treatment, but for a political campaign. The ICTY is not in the justice
business.
As we noted in Part Two, the ICTY has never been interested in the crimes
and crime scenes associated with the pre-July 1995 killings of some 3,262 Bosnian Serbs in the Srebrenica area, of whom 2,382 (73%) were civilians.135 These
killings were carried out by Bosnian Muslim soldiers and paramilitary cadres
launching their attacks from the Srebrenica enclave from 1992 on, and they continued their attacks after Srebrenica was designated a “safe area” in April 1993,
and after it was supposedly demilitarized by no later than May 1993. The leader
of these forces, Naser Oric, was proud of his killings, bragging about them openly and showing videos of Bosnian Serb death scenes to two Western reporters.
But it took the ICTY many years to indict this acknowledged killer, and his conviction on minor charges was eventually overturned. Milosevic never bragged
about killing anybody, and the long ICTY and Western hunt for any nationalist
or imperialist (“Greater Serbia”) language by him was unproductive. But as
the U.S. and real imperialism’s targeted Official Enemy, he topped the U.S. Most
Wanted list, and became one of the many victims of an injustice machine.
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Concluding Note

The “Reconciliation”
Gambit

F

rom the beginning of the Great Western Powers’ intervention in the
former Yugoslavia, including the 1991-1992 Badinter Arbitration
Committee’s wholly prejudicial November 1991 finding that the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was “in the process of dissolution,” and in effect no longer existed, contrary to the hopes and
wishes of the Serbs,136 and the ensuing race among these powers to
recognize the breakaway republics, 137 it was claimed that a major
objective was to restore the “peace” and bring “reconciliation” to
this troubled land.
Indeed, the Security Council’s draft resolution on Srebrenica which
Russia vetoed on July 8 not only condemned “the crime of genocide at Srebrenica as established by judgments of the ICTY and ICJ,” but added that “acceptance of the tragic events at Srebrenica as genocide is a prerequisite for reconciliation,” calling “upon political leaders on all sides to acknowledge and accept
the fact,” and condemned “denial of this genocide as hindering efforts towards
reconciliation….”138 During the Security Council’s session on the morning of
July 8, the word “reconciliation” was mentioned no fewer than 50 times. And
in the contentious exchanges between the Russian ambassador Vitaly Churkin
and his American and British counterparts, one of the issues raised was whose
approach to the question of Srebrenica would more likely help to advance the
cause of genuine reconciliation—the U.S.-U.K. approach, as expressed by the
quotes from the draft resolution, or Russia’s, as when Churkin complained that
the draft “contains distortions as a result of which the blame for the past is basically placed on one people,” and is therefore “confrontational and politically
motivated.”139
Of course, the claim that the Western Powers ever sought “peace” and “reconciliation” in the former Yugoslavia is disingenuous and Orwellian, as the aim
from the start was to transform Yugoslavia in accord with U.S. and German
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geopolitical interests. To accomplish this objective, Yugoslavia had to be pulled
apart, and the Republic of Serbia and ethnic Serbs more generally, the most desirous of preserving the unitary, multi-ethnic Yugoslavia, had to be brought to
heel. This required exacerbating tensions between the various nations, impelling them to fight wars for land, and eventually intervening militarily to crush
first the Bosnian and Croatian Serbs, and, ultimately, Serbia as well. So in reality
war rather than peace was the centerpiece of the NATO intervention, and civil
wars across four republics were an important part of NATO’s interventionary
program. In the process, NATO-encouraged ethnic cleansing would be one-sidedly used by NATO’s “legal” and propaganda arm, the ICTY, to help work over
the targeted Serbs.
The pretense that any of this would encourage reconciliation is laughable,
and in reality the intervention and ensuing wars quite predictably increased
ethnic hostility and made reconciliation more difficult. The Bosnian Muslims
have been able to take advantage of NATO-ICTY-ICMP support for their cause
to continue the work of Srebrenica grave searches, memorial services, publicity,
and support for criminal prosecutions and punishment of Serbs and demands
for abject apologies and reparations. In other words, non-reconciliation and its
corollary, anti-Serb policy and propaganda, has been very good business for the
Bosnian Muslims as well as for what is by now a whole generation of judges and
prosecutors, “journalists of attachment,” intellectuals, medico-legal personnel,
and emotional tourists,140 all of which promises to continue indefinitely, and all
with the support of their Western patrons.
Thus, it is clear that the hostility between the nations in the Bosniak-Croat
Federation and the Republika Srpska has not diminished, that “peace” and “reconciliation” are nowhere near at hand, and that Bosnia and Herzegovina is widely recognized to be what David Chandler calls a “phantom state,” still occupied
and managed by the intervening NATO parties under a High Representative now
almost 20 years after the signing of the Dayton Agreement.141 Croatia does not
have anything like this same problem, because with U.S.-NATO assistance the
bulk of the Serb minority was driven out of Croatia, a case of straightforward ethnic cleansing, not reconciliation. In Kosovo, yet another “phantom state” where
the U.S. objective, according to U.S. President Bill Clinton, was once claimed to
be a “multiethnic, tolerant, inclusive democracy,”142 this alleged objective has
very clearly not been met—and was always nothing more than a propaganda
claim, not a genuine objective. The Serbs of the province came under immediate post-war attack by the Kosovo Albanians, with many driven out along with
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the Roma, and most of those who have remained living in isolated and threatened minority enclaves.
But while there has been no reconciliation in the former Yugoslavia, because
none was ever intended, there has been a crushing of Serbia, which was intended: subjected to long and costly sanctions, a devastating 1999 bombing war,
and political and economic subjugation that has brought toadies into power and
forced the country to grovel and beg in its condition of lost independence. As
we saw in Part Three, U.S. Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger warned the
Serbs back in late 1992 of the “risk they currently run of sharing the inevitable
fate of those who practice ethnic cleansing in the region.” But if you practice
ethnic cleansing in the region, as was done with U.S. aid and protection in eastern Bosnia with Naser Oric operating freely out of Srebrenica from 1992 into
1995, or in Croatia during Operation Storm in August 1995, or in Kosovo starting
in June 1999—you won’t suffer any risks of serious prosecution, as you will be
protected by the Global Godfather (the United States).
Since Serbs were turned into the demonized target in the U.S.-NATO war, “reconciliation” was made to mean that Serbs were properly punished, but also,
as we saw in the case of the Russian-vetoed Security Council resolution, that
acceptance of the truth of the party-line on Srebrenica was to be required of everyone. Anyone who resisted this is smeared as a “denialist” and “revisionist.”
For as former State Department lawyer Michael Scharf explained in 2004, the
Security Council’s (read: U.S.) three objectives in setting up its Tribunal were
these: “first, to educate the Serbian people, who were long misled by Milosevic’s
propaganda…; second, to facilitate national reconciliation by pinning prime responsibility on Milosevic and other top leaders…; and third, to promote political
catharsis while enabling Serbia’s newly elected leaders to distance themselves
from the repressive policies of the past.”143
But this all rests on what we might call the Alice-in-NATOland history of modern Yugoslavia, which stands valid history on its head. We may also ask when
apologies and justice will be brought to the relatives and descendants of the
2,382 Serbian civilians slaughtered, and the larger number wounded or expelled
from Eastern Bosnia from 1992 on by the Bosnian Muslim hero Naser Oric, with
NATO complicity? Recalling Eagleburger’s December 1992 warning to the Serbs,
we find an advance warning of possible U.S.-NATO war crimes—the bombing
of Serb civilians who failed to constrain their leader’s alleged “genocidal” ambitions—actually realized in 1999.
The entire dismantling of Yugoslavia was at bottom a U.S.-NATO war against
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the Serbs, who, somehow, managed to stand in the way of the Great Western
Powers’ geopolitical aims.144
Unquestionably, that war was a success for the Great Western Powers—but it
was a catastrophe for the ethnic Serbs, international law, and justice.
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Appendix

Ed Vulliamy and Florence
Hartmann on Srebrenica:
A Study in Propaganda

I

n their recent article on “How Britain and the US decided to abandon Srebrenica to its fate” (The Observer, July 5, 2015145], Ed Vulliamy, a veteran
reporter for The Guardian and Observer newspapers, and Florence Hartmann, a reporter and former spokesperson for the Office of the Prosecutor
at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY),
do a remarkable job of standing history on its head. They do this by the
selective use of evidence, including major suppressions of relevant facts;
by taking as established truths matters about which there is serious dispute; by a racist underpinning that is clearly hostile to ethnic Serbs; by
literal fabrication; and by kitchen-sinking their readers, with quotes from
many officials and other sources that fail to prove anything, but that help them
to build up the desired atmosphere of an appeased evil.
Vulliamy and Hartmann’s (hereafter V-H) main themes are that the Srebrenica killings of July 1995 were a result of murderous Serb expansionism combined
with U.S., British, French, Dutch and UN appeasement. As regards this appeasement policy, V-H state: “[A] survey of the mass of evidence reveals that the fall
of Srebrenica formed part of a policy by the three ‘great powers’—Britain, France
and the U.S.—and by the UN leadership, in pursuit of peace at any price; peace
at the terrible expense of Srebrenica, which gathered critical mass from 1994
onwards, and reached its bloody denoument in July 1995.” They go on to add:
“Bosnia’s carnage had confounded the world’s most experienced diplomats: ineffective talks and plans had played out and failed for three bloody years.” And
along the same line: “diplomats also courted the Serbian president, Slobodan
Milosevic…as they ineffectively sought his cooperation.”146
The authors never mention that there were ongoing civil wars in the former
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Yugoslavia from 1991 till the Dayton Agreement of November 1995,147]primarily
within Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as Croatia, and Srebrenica was one of several Bosnian Muslim enclaves within Bosnian Serb-controlled territory—hardly
a sustainable situation in a state of civil war. But this allows V-H to pretend that
preserving Srebrenica’s autonomy was urgently important, when in fact it was
widely recognized to be unsustainable and exchanging it for Bosnian Serb-held
territory in mainly Muslim areas of Bosnia had been actively discussed by all
parties, including among Srebrenica and Sarajevo Muslims. But V-H go to great
pains to make those discussions involving the great Western powers sound like
a straightforward selling out of Srebrenica’s Muslim population. In fact, it was
nothing of the kind.
V-H refer repeatedly to the victimization of the Muslims in eastern Bosnia,
with Srebrenica’s population “swelled by displaced deportees, cowering, bombarded relentlessly and largely cut off from supplies of food and medicine.”148
Only Bosnian Muslims are mentioned as victims. And nowhere do V-H even
mention, let alone discuss, the fact that Bosnian Muslim troops operating from
their base in Srebrenica regularly carried out deadly raids on nearby Serbian
towns. Instead, they repeatedly mention that Srebrenica had been designated
a “safe area” by Security Council resolution,149 decrying the failure of the “international community” to supply sufficient troops to protect it, but never once
mentioning that by two separate agreements between the Bosnian Serbs and the
Sarajevo Muslims, Srebrenica was also supposed to be demilitarized, but never
was.150
Naser Oric, the commander of Bosnian Muslim troops in Srebrenica, openly
bragged to two Western journalists of his exploits in killing Serbs in the vicinity
of the enclave, reportedly grinning as he showed one of them his videos of beheaded corpses.151 V-H never mention Naser Oric, though they do mention his
brother, Mevludin, whom they describe as “One of the very few men to survive
the killing fields,” and who has long served as a witness for the prosecution at
the ICTY; it is a striking fact that in his numerous contributions on Bosnia to The
Guardian and Observer since August 1992, Vulliamy has never once mentioned,
let alone discussed, Naser Oric’s role.152 But this is understandable and has been
explained by Vulliamy himself—he is not a journalist but a propagandist, declaring in 1993 that “with Omarska and Trnopolje objective coverage of the war
became a rather silly notion,” that he had instead to “declare a partiality,” and
that he was now “on the side of the Bosnian Muslim people against an historical
and military program to obliterate them for daring to suggest that three closely
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related Balkan ‘peoples’ could try to live together in the same country as they
had done for centuries.”153 Omarska and Trnopolje were Serb-run prison camps,
and Vulliamy has written about and mentioned them many times for The Guardian and Observer beginning on August 7, 1992.154 Celebici, on the other hand,
was a Bosnian Muslim-run prison camp, and a brutal one at that,155 but Vulliamy
has never written about or even mentioned it for The Guardian and Observer, as
doing so might have disturbed his commitment to the Bosnian Muslims, who
also happened to be the side supported by the British government.156 V-H also
never mention that Yugoslavia was a state in which the Balkan peoples had lived
together in relative harmony since the end of the Second World War, prior to the
breakup supported by the NATO powers, the Bosnian Muslims, and V-H.
One scholarly study documents 3,262 Bosnian Serb victims, of whom 2,383
were civilians, all killed in the Srebrenica and Bratunac municipalities in the
years 1992 to July 1995.157 Alluding to Naser Oric’s handiwork, Colonel Thom
Karremanns, a Dutch military officer and the eventual leader of Dutchbat III in
the Srebrenica enclave in 1995, stated during a press conference in Zagreb on July
27, 1995: “We know that in the area surrounding the Srebrenica enclave alone,
192 villages were razed to the ground and all the inhabitants killed. That’s what
I mean when I say ‘no good guys, no bad guys’.”158 UN Sarajevo commander
Lieut. General Philippe Morillon testified before the ICTY that “Naser Oric was a
warlord who reigned by terror in this area and over the [Srebrenica] population
itself.” Morillon was also asked directly by Judge Patrick Robinson of the ICTY:
“Are you then saying, general, that what happened in 1995 was a direct reaction
to what Naser Oric did to the Serbs two years before?” Morillon replied: “Yes.
Yes, Your Honour. I am convinced of that.”159 Although they do quote both Karremanns and Morillon, V-H somehow missed these statements by them, which
do not support their hugely biased analysis.
Quoting Morillon and discussing Naser Oric and his role would also have disturbed the V-H program of demonizing Serbs and making Bosnian Muslims all
innocent victims. V-H mention Serb “savagery” and bloodthirsty “pursuit of a
racially pure ‘statelet’,” and feature their threats of violence at Srebrenica; elsewhere, Vulliamy has spoken of “Serb barbarism” and that Serbia was a “pale
but unmistakable reflection of the Third Reich.”160 On the other hand, the Bosnian Muslims are never cast in a bad light. Morillon told the ICTY that Naser
Oric “could not allow himself to take prisoners. According to my recollection, he
didn’t even look for an excuse.”161 But for V-H the Bosnian Muslim leaders were
solid democrats. V-H write that in the spring of 1992, “after multi-ethnic Bosnia
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voted for independence,” Serb savagery began. They fail to mention that the
1974 Yugoslav Constitution empowered the constituent “nations” to decide on
such matters, which they were not allowed to do. But V-H also fail to note that
the president of this newly independent state, Alija Izetbegovic, was a dedicated politically reactionary Muslim who greatly admired Iran, Pakistan, and Saudi
Arabia, and openly asserted in his Islamic Declaration the “incompatibility of
Islam with non-Islamic systems” and rejected both peace and coexistence “between the Islamic religion and non-Islamic social and political institutions.”162
The V-H claim that the “betrayal” of the Srebrenica “safe area” population by
the U.S., Britain, and France was in pursuit of “peace at any price” is laughable.
A much better case can be made that these dominant Western powers tried to
avoid peace at any price. From 1992 up to the Dayton Agreement of November
1995, a series of peace plans, starting with the Cutiliero (Lisbon) Plan in early
1992, and including a Vance-Owen, Stoltenberg and Contact Group Plan were
tried but failed. According to mediator David Owen in an interview in early
February 1993, a settlement was doable, “But we have a problem. We can’t get
the Muslims on board. And that’s largely the fault of the Americans, because the
Muslims won’t budge while they think Washington may come into it on their
side any day now….It’s the best settlement you can get, and it is a bitter irony to
see the Clinton people block it.”163
But while the United States successfully blocked these peace plans, it did fight
hard for the right to bomb the Bosnian Serbs, which it obtained through Security Council resolutions in March and June 1993,164 thereby allowing it to bomb
the Bosnian Serbs in May and August-September 1995. This escalating violence
may have been a factor in producing the Dayton Agreement, but that agreement
was at this juncture sought by the United States, which in the process imposed
a protectorate on Bosnia and Herzegovina under a High Representative, and as
John Laughland observes, to this day, the powers of the High Representative
are the “only thing that holds together an entirely bogus state.”165 It should be
noted that each of the failed peace plans was supported by Milosevic, contrary
to V-H’s claim that the Great Powers sought Milosevic’s help “ineffectively.” If
the United States had wanted peace from 1992 onward, there would have been
peace.
After having stoked the civil wars and violent dismantling of Yugoslavia of
1991-1995, the United States—with the help of the ICTY—stoked a crisis in Kosovo which it used to force a war against Serbia, a war which enabled the U.S.-led
NATO bloc to occupy Kosovo and later separate it from Serbia, and left Serbia a
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crushed and subservient state.166 The construction and use of the ICTY to demonize Serbs was part of the war-making plan, as the ICTY called for refusing
to negotiate a settlement with, and pursuing as criminals, Serb targets.167 This
hardly fits the V-H portrait of Western peaceniks and appeasers. Rather it fits a
war model, with the serial non-peaceful developments in Yugoslavia from 1991
onward rooted in U.S., British, French, and German geopolitical aims.
Not surprisingly, the Srebrenica massacre also fits well a framework that features U.S. war sponsorship and direct action leading to the bombing and virtual
surrender and deformation of Serbia, and U.S. and NATO hegemony over the
entire map of the dismantled Yugoslavia. The result of the massacre was to deal
a huge propaganda blow to Bosnian Serbs and Serb interests more generally,
thereby justifying a further demonization of all Serb leaders—and the eventual
1999 military assault on Serbia. So the massacre was useful, and its death—and
especially its execution—toll was almost surely inflated to heighten its utility.
V-H make the fall of Srebrenica a matter of U.S.-U.K.-French-and-UN (Dutchbat III) failure to protect the Bosnian Muslim “safe area” population against a
Bosnian Serb plan that all of them had allegedly known about for “six weeks
before [the] massacre.” V-H quote what they explicitly refer to as the ICTY’s
“ruling that the killings were premeditated well in advance.” And they add that
in the “conviction of the Bosnian Serb general Radislav Krstic for aiding and
abetting genocide at Srebrenica, the court ruled: ‘Without detailed planning, it
would have been impossible to kill so many people in such a systematic manner
in such a short time, between 13 July and 17 July’.”168
According to Vulliamy-Hartmann, the final sentence (“Without detailed planning,…”) derives from the case of Prosecutor v. Radislav Krstic, in which the original judgment was decided on August 2, 2001, and the judgment on appeal on
April 19, 2004.169 However, a careful search of each of these judgments in the
Krstic case fails to find this quote, or any meaningful part of it, anywhere within
these documents. Clearly, V-H’s attribution of this quote to the Krstic case is at
best a serious error on their part, and at worst a dishonest fabrication. The Observer should correct the error, and investigate this matter further.
As regards V-H’s claim that in the Krstic case, the ICTY ruled that the Srebrenica “killings were premeditated well in advance,” in at least two separate
paragraphs in the August 2, 2001 judgment, the trial chamber ruled that, “following the take over of Srebrenica in July 1995, Bosnian Serb forces devised and
implemented a plan to execute as many as possible of the military aged Bosnian Muslim men present in the enclave.”170 Following the take-over of Srebrenica
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manifestly does not mean “premeditated well in advance” and with “detailed
planning,” much less “six weeks before,” contrary to VH’s false claim. The Observer should correct this error as well, and investigate this matter further.
Thus, whereas V-H are willing to quote an apocryphal statement that conforms to their deeply held biases on questions related to the fall of Srebrenica,
they failed to quote actual statements that run contrary to these same biases.
Given the number of falsehoods presented as fact and relevant facts suppressed
by V-H, we believe that a legitimate court would quickly dismiss their case for
prosecutorial misconduct—and throw it out.
V-H also quote ferocious-sounding statements attributed to Ratko Mladic and
Radovan Karadzic, supposedly showing the nature of their own and Bosnian
Serb savagery yet to come. They quote Mladic as saying to a Serb assembly regarding Srebrenica’s Bosnian Muslim population, “My concern is to have them
vanish completely,” with Karadzic pledging “blood up to the knees” if and when
Srebrenica fell.171 But such statements are of little value in a fair accounting of
processes at work here. Neither Mladic nor Karadzic were giving instructions
to their subordinates, and the context is unclear. V-H didn’t quote here (and
Vulliamy never does in his writings for
and Observer, either) wartime Croatian President Franjo Tudjman’s instruction to his military leaders just
before Operation Storm, that the “purpose of this discussion today [is] to inflict
such a blow on the [Krajina] Serbs that they should virtually disappear.”172 Unlike the quotes attributed to Mladic and Karadzic, however, this was a direct instruction by Tudjman to his subordinates, not general, inchoate expressions. And
in fact,within days of his statement, most of the Serbs were ethnically cleansed
from the Krajina region of Croatia and Bosnia during “Operation Storm.” But
this instruction was given by a regional leader hostile to the Serbs and supported
by the United States, Britain, and France, and to quote it would cast a Western
favorite and Serb opponent in an unfavorable light, and reveal the Serbs also as
victims, not simply genocidal criminals. So V-H managed to miss it on July 5, just
as Vulliamy himself has missed it throughout his entire career.
In keeping with their political and ideological biases, V-H take it as a given
that the Serbs executed some 8,000 men and boys at Srebrenica—they even
claim the “murder [of] more than 8,000….” They cite a general in the Dutch
defense ministry who claims (in their paraphrase) that the “UN then provided
30,000 litres of petrol which proved necessary for the genocide,” so that this
petrol was used “to fuel transport of men and boys to the killing fields, and bulldozers to plough the 8,000 corpses into mass graves.”173
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But, by the time of the Krstic decision in August 2001, only 2,028 corpses had
been unearthed at these “Srebrenica-related” mass graves,174 and these bodies
included an unknown but large number of combat fatalities, as is evident by
the nature of their wounds.175 So after a six year search, where were all of the
8,000 Bosnian “men and boys” ploughed into these mass graves? Why has there
still been no imagery intelligence released by the United States into the public
realm of alleged Bosnian Serb executions, burials, exhumations from “primary”
graves, and reburials in “secondary” graves?176 Why didn’t the same Bosnian
Serb forces of the Drina Corps and related paramilitaries kill the Muslim prisoners that they captured at the Zepa “safe area” in late July? And why did the
Bosnian Serb forces medically treat a fair number of wounded Bosnian Muslims,
and send them on to Tuzla?
It is true that in the days prior to the July 11, 2015, 20th anniversary commemoration of the “Srebrenica massacre” at the Srebrenica-Potocari Memorial
Center and Cemetery, the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP)
released its most current data on the number of persons identified through DNA
analysis from the “Srebrenica-related” graves. As of June 18, 2015, the ICMP reported that a total of 6,930 persons had been identified, of which it claimed it
had identified 6,827 using DNA matching techniques, while the remaining 103
had been identified using conventional methods.177 But DNA profiling is powerless to determine either the manner of death (death in combat versus death
in a criminally meaningful sense, such as by execution) of the persons whom it
helps to identify, the date on which someone died, or the place where someone
died. Moreover, the ICMP’s work remains inscrutable. In refusing to make the
records of the ICMP’s lab work available to the Karadzic defense for independent testing and verification, the ICTY’s prosecutor argued that “The ICMP is
not obliged to provide 300 [or any number] of sample case files to the Accused
under any procedure or subject to any preconditions….”178 Were this Tribunal
a U.S. court of law, the ICMP’s reported results would have been in violation of
American Bar Association Standards for the use of DNA evidence, and ruled
inadmissible.179 But when introduced in the context of the 20th anniversary of
the “Srebrenica massacre,” they were accepted as gospel truth, revealed from on
high and redoubtable.
V-H have no answer to serious questions such as these—in fact, they never
even raise them. The institutionalized truth about the 8,000 Srebrenica “men
and boys” has become unchallengeable—based not on evidence, but global political muscle.
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A Cowardly Betrayal of a “Safe Area” Population or A
Sacrificial Justification for “Humanitarian Intervention”?
Ed Vulliamy and Florence Hartmann make their accusations against the Great
Western Powers for the “betrayal” of Srebrenica’s “safe area” population, but
they never address the question of why the Sarajevo Muslims themselves betrayed the enclave. Why didn’t the 28th Division’s 5,000-6,000 men, for so long
led by their commander Naser Oric in this “demilitarized” zone, stay and fight
to defend these people? The Bosnian Serb Army had failed to dislodge them
for the previous three years, and if it had attacked in force while they were still
present, there is every reason to believe that on this occasion, NATO airpower
would have been mobilized on their behalf. The critical literature repeatedly
points out that a contingent of Srebrenica leaders had met with the Bosnian
Muslim President Alija Izetbegovic in Sarajevo in September 1993, and that Izetbegovic informed them that he had been told by the U.S. President Bill Clinton
that a “NATO intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina was possible, but could
only occur if the Serbs were to break into Srebrenica, killing at least 5,000 of its
people.”180 Whether or not this story is true, it turned out that the 8,000 number did the trick nicely and played an important role in the escalated U.S.-NATO
interventions that followed.
In sum, V-H have everything upside down. It was the war parties in the U.S.
and Sarajevo that profited from and brought about the Srebrenica massacre.
As Carl Bildt, the former Swedish prime minister and E.U. envoy to the former
Yugoslavia, once remarked, “there would be no peace in Washington until there
was war in the Balkans.”181 The Bosnian Serbs killed many Bosnian Muslim soldiers and executed an unknown number, but they had fallen into a trap that
eventually cost them and their Belgrade allies dearly. V-H criticize the Great
Western Powers for their alleged sell-out of Srebrenica, but beneath their feeble
intellectual façade they are once again trashing the Serb enemy and putting in
a good light not only the Bosnian Muslims, but even the bumbling U.S., British,
and French who supposedly failed Srebrenica but did right matters eventually
and did successfully dismantle Yugoslavia, and put ethnic Serbs into pariah status and their political leadership in prison.
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